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Introduction 
A germ of an analytic function f : (Cm, 0) + (C, 0) with an isolated singularity has 
a Morsification, that is to say, there exists an analytic family of functions f, : C" + C 
such that f, has only A, singularities, also called Morse singularities, for all s#O 
small enough. The number of these A, points is equal to dimC(@/Jf), where .Zr is 
the Jacobi ideal off. These A, points are used to construct the homotopy type of 
the Milnor fibre off, see [ 141. 
We generalize the above theory to the case that the singular locus of f-‘(O) is a 
curve _X. We develop a deformation theory of the pair (f,Z) and generalize the no- 
tion of a Morsification, see also [25] and [12]. 
The fundamental singularities besides the A, points are the so called A, and D, 
singularities. In a Morsification there are a finite number of A, and D, points and 
their total equals dimc(Z/Jf), where Z is the ideal defining C. This answers a con- 
jecture posed by Siersma [25]. These Morsifications are used by Siersma [26] in 
order to construct the homotopy type of the Milnor fibre of $ 
In Section 1 we recall the definition of the primitive ideal j Z of Z and construct 
a map Zzf : Hom,,(Z/Z2, @=) + Z/l Z and derive a formula for dim&Z/+) in case 
f EZ2. In Section 2 we define the notion of a deformation of the pair (f,,Y) and 
show that the number dim,(Z/Jf) stays constant in such deformations. In Section 3 
we show that Morsifications of the pair (f, z) exist in case f E Z2 and (Z; 0) is smooth- 
able. In Section 4 we give an upper bound for the number of D, points in a Mor- 
sification if f E Z2. This upperbound is an equality in case (2, 0) is a complete inter- 
section or a curve in (C3,0). 
Q denotes the local ring of germs of analytic functions f: (C”, 0) --f C and m its 
maximal ideal. d denotes the local ring of germs of analytic functions F: (C” x S, 0) + 
C and &z its maximal ideal. Sometimes in proofs we take representatives of the 
germs considered, on an open neighbourhood U of 0 in Cm or Cm x S and then Q 
resp. 8 denote the sheaf of analytic functions on U. 
We let Jf be the Jacobi ideal off, it is the ideal generated by the partial derivatives 
off. 
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For basic definitions in commutative and homological algebra we refer to 
Matsumura [16] and Serre [24]. 
1. Jacobi modules 
Definition 1.1. Let Z be an ideal in 8. Define 
SZ= {f@I (f)+JfCZ}. 
Then Z is an ideal, called the primitive ideal of I. One always has the inclusions 
Z2C j ZCZ. In case Z is a prime ideal, 1 Z is the second symbolic power of I. See [ 191 
or [20]. 
Definition 1.2. Let f: (C”, 0) * (C, 0) be a germ of an analytic function. Define 
Then If is the intersection of all/z primary components of Jf, withfiiz, see [16]. 
If Zf is radical, then f elZf, by [20]. We call Zf/Jf the Jacobi module of f and 
dimo(Zf/Jf) the Jacobi number off and denote it by jf. 
Remark 1.3. Suppose Z is a radical ideal and f E 1 Z and dim,(Z/Jf) < 03; then Zr= I. 
The ideal Jf fl j Z can be viewed as the tangent space at f of the orbit off under the 
action of the pseudogroup gl,+ of all local analytic isomorphisms which leave Z in- 
variant, but need not to fix the origin, see [19] or [20]. 
Definition 1.4. cI,,,( f) = dim,(l Z/Jf n 1 I) is called the extended I-codimension of $ 
One always has the inequality cr,,(f) ‘jf, but we will give a more precise relation 
in case Z is radical and f EZ2. 
1.5. Let Z be a radical ideal in d, defining the germ of the analytic space (X,0) in 
(P, 0). Let g,, . . . , g, be generators of I. Let 
@.45@fl5Z+O 
be a presentation of Z as @-module. Then 
t?Y; z @; -5 z/z2 - 0 
is a presentation of Z/Z2 as @z-module. Hence the following sequence is exact: 
g* v/* 
0 ---+ Hom,(Z/Z’,@,) - G$ - @i. 
The @,-linear map (dg)* : 672 + @i, with matrix (agi/aZj), factorizes, that is to say, 
the following diagram commutes: 
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C&r)* 
CT; - Horns, (Z/Z”, @=) 
\I 
(dg)* 
8% 
We denote the map @F -+ Hom,,(Z/Z2, ~7~) also by (dg)*, by 
tion. Its cokernel is denoted by qi,e) and called the module 
deformations. 
abuse of nota- 
of infinitesimal 
r@, 0) := dim,(T&)) 
is called the Tjurina number of (& 0), if it is finite, see [l] or [18]. 
Construction 1.6. Suppose moreover f EZ2, then f = C h,gigj for some hi; E B with 
hij = hji. Define the map h; : Hom,,(Z/Z2, ~7~) -+ Z/Z2, by composition of the maps 
g* h 
Hom,z(Z/Z2, Uz) - 672 - 6$ 5 z/z2, 
where h : ~9” --t 1~72 is the map with matrix (hij). 
Define the map 
hf : Hom,,(Z/Z2, @=) --r Z/j Z 
by composition of the maps 
Hom,,(Z/Z’, 6”) 2 Z/Z2 --+ Z/s I. 
Lemma 1.1. The map hf depends only on f and I. 
Proof. We have to prove that the map hfdoes not depend on the chosen generators 
gi, . . . , g, of Z nor on the chosen symmetric matrix (hij) such that f = C hijgigj. SUP- 
we {a, . . ..g.> and @I, . . . . g,} are two sets of generators of Z, then we may as- 
sume n =p. SO suppose f = C hijgigj = C ~ijijgi sj. An exercise in linear algebra shows 
that there exists an invertible (n xn)-matrix (uti) such that gi= C Uijgj. Then 
f = C fiijEik?j = C Ukifiiju$gkg/ = C hk/gkg/. 
The following diagram commutes: 
Hom,,(Z/Z2, @=) 
4 
- z/sz 
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So Zi and I.&U* induce the same map hf. Therefore we only need to consider the 
case gj=gi for i=l, . . ..n and 
f = C h;jgigj = C i;ljSiSj* 
Let Uij = h;j. - hij; then C Uij gi gj = 0. SO 
C bjjgi% = 0 (mod Z2), for all k=l,...,m. 
Let < be an element of Hom,,(Z/Z2, Cz), considered as an element of 672 by means 
of the inclusion g*. Then r = (li, . . . , [,) and 
$(C u,&s,)=~(~ UIIg;~) ~0 (modI), for all k=l,...,m. 
n n 
Thus C Oij<igj E 1 Z and 
h)(r) E C (hij + Uij)<igj E hf(<) (mod !I>. 
Remark 1.8. It could be that also 6f does not depend on the choice of generators 
of Z nor on the chosen matrix (hij), but we have no proof nor a counterexample. 
Definition 1.9. Let Z be a radical ideal in d. Let f EZ2. Define 
S, = dimC(Coker(hf)), 8f = dimc(Coker(h;)). 
Lemma 1.10. Let Z be a radical ideal in 67’. Suppose f EZ2 and dimC(Z/Jf)< 03. Zf 
6, = 0, then Z is generated by an U-sequence gl, . . . , g, such that f = g: + 0-s fgi. 
Proof. Let M*= Horn,,(M, @=) for an @,-module M. Remark that the map 
(Z/S I)* + (z/12)*, induced by the quotient map Z/Z2-+Z/sZ, is an isomorphism in 
case Z is a radical ideal, see [19]. We identify (Z/Z2)* and (Z/l I)*. If f EZ2 and 
Sf = 0, then we have an exact sequence 
(z/jz)* 2 z/jr - 0. 
Dualizing gives an exact sequence 
0 - (Z/S I)” 3 (Z/S I)** 
which factorizes as follows: 
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where Z/s I+ (Z/s I)** is the canonical map, since hf is induced by a symmetric 
matrix (hij). Hence hf is also injective. 
Let g,, . . . . g, be a minimal set of generators of I. Then we have an exact com- 
mutative diagram 
@2 
h 
- 8” 
T I” 
0 --t (z/sz)* - z/{z - 0 
T 1 
0 0 
So the surjective map @i-+ Z/j Z has a section. Hence Z/j Z is a direct summand of 
62. Moreover, Z/i Z and r17’ must have the same minimal number of generators n 
since jZcmZ. Thus Z/j Z must be isomorphic with 6’. The following diagram is 
commutative: 
vm)* 4 A/“’ 
z/jr 
and /I~ is an isomorphism. So the quotient map Z/Z2 + Z/j Z has a section. Hence 
Z/j Z is a direct summand of Z/Z2 and because the minimal number of generators of 
Z/Z2 and Z/j Z are both n, since Z2CmZ and j ZCmZ, we have that Z/Z2 + Z/j Z is an 
isomorphism. Thus Z/Z* = @i and this implies that Z is generated by an a-sequence 
by [6] or [30]. 
Now f = C h,g,gj and Sf= 0 so the matrix (h;j) is invertible. An easy exercise in 
quadratic forms shows that there exist g,, . . . , g,, which generate Z and f = g: + ... + g,“. 
Furthermore &, . . . , g,, is an Q-sequence generating Z, since n is the minimal number 
of generators of I. 0 
Remark 1.11. For every complete intersection (C,O) with an isolated singularity at 0, 
defined by the d-regular sequence g,, . . . , g, we can form fA = C ligf. For general 
A E @” the function fA has a singular locus contained in E, by Bertini’s theorem. 
The function fA has transversal A, singularities at all p EL?\ (O}, for ,I E (a=\ (0))“. 
Thus there exists a function f with f = g: + 1-a +g,', where g,, . . . ,g,, is an @-sequence 
generating Z and dim&Z/Jf) < 03 and S,=O, by [20]. 
Although such functions seem to have a normal form, we can have a whole series 
of them. Take for instance Z=(xyz) and fk=xyz+zk+‘, for kr2. Let gk,l= 
+(XJ’ + zk + z) and &, 2 = +(XJ’+ Zk -Z). Then fk = g;, 1+ &';, 2 and (&, ,, gk, 2) = Z and 
dimc(Z/Jf) = k. 
Lemma 1.12. Let Z be a radical ideal in 8. Zf f E Z2 and dim,(Z/Jf) < 03, then hf is 
injective. 
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Proof. Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0 in C” such that 2 and f are defined 
on U and ,a/$ is concentrated at 0, where 9 is the ideal sheaf of 25 in @ and $ 
the Jacobi ideal sheaf of 5 This is possible since dim,(Z/Jf)< 00. Let 9 be gen- 
erated by g,, . . . , g,, then f= C h,gigj, where hu=hji, since fEs2. NOW af/azk= 
C @kig;, with @ki = C 2hij(agj/azk) (mod 9). Let the map 
@:6!$%9-/~$ 
be defined by 
G(V) c C Vk@kigi (mod 1s) for rl=(~Zt,...,r~)~@y. 
The following diagram is exact and commutative: 
(dg)* ! 
Thus %‘A (hs) is a quotient of ,a/$+ j 9 and therefore it is also concentrated at 0. 
So SAX=0 for all x~(2n U)\(O), where (AX) is the germ off at x. Hence &(h,) 
is also concentrated at 0, by Lemma 1.10. Thus &c& (hf) is a sheaf of @“-modules 
of finite length and a subsheaf of G%%.M~~,($/~~, c&), which is a subsheaf of @I. 
The sheaf 67. has depth at least one, since 9 is radical and dim 22 1. This is a con- 
tradiction unless &(hf) = 0. 0 
Theorem 1.13. Let Z be a radical ideal in 8, defining the germ of the analytic space 
(.&O) of dimension d2 1. Suppose f EZ2 and dim,(Z/Jf)< 00. Then (,X,00> has an 
isolated singularity and f has transversally to E\ (0) only A, singularities. More- 
over, 
Remark 1.14. The assumption f E Z2 instead off E j Z is essential for the formula to 
hold. Take Z= (yz, zx, xy), where 4= C {x, y, z} . If f =xyz, then Jf = I. So f E 1 Z and 
jf=O, but ~(z,O)=3. 
Remark 1.15. If the assumptions of Theorem 1.13 hold, then 
S;.= 6f+dim,(jZ/Z2), 
since hf is injective. We will give a geometric interpretation of Jf in Theorem 4.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.13. Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0 in Cm such that 2 
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and f are defined on I/. Let D be the sheaf of analytic functions on I/. Let 9 be 
the ideal sheaf of 2 in 4. Let $ be the Jacobi ideal sheaf of $ The stalk of 9 in 
0 is Z and the stalk go is equal to Jf. Consider the first diagram in the proof of 
Lemma 1.12. Then $4&(Zzf) =O, since fez2 and jf< 00, by Lemma 1.12. Further, 
gh(dg)* = TJ, see 1 S. Diagram chasing gives an exact sequence 
0+&+9/$+j4+ %&&(hf)+o. 
Looking at the stalks at 0 we get 
dim&Z/J+ 1 Z) = t(z, 0) + Sf. 
Hence t(& 0) is finite, so $5,~) = 0 for all XE (ztl U)\ (0) after possibly shrinking 
LT. The germ (Z; x) is locally a complete intersection at all x E (2 fl U) \ { 0} , by Lem- 
ma 1.10, now r(& X) = 0, hence (2,x) is nonsingular. Thus (E, 0) has an isolated 
singularity. The following sequence is exact: 
o-t~,+~z/~,~z/J,-z/~,+~z~o 
and Jf+ 1 Z/Jf is isomorphic with l Z/Jf n { Z, which has dimension cl,,,(f), see 
Definition 1.4. Thus, 
At all points x~(En U)\(Oj we have cr,,(J;x)~j(~x) andj(f;x)=O. Now (,X,x) 
is nonsingular and c,,,(f,x)=O. So f, is of type D(d,O)=A(d), see [19, (3.13) or 
(.5.3)], or [20]. 
Hence f has transversally to C\ (0) only A, singularities. 0 
Remark 1.16. If E is a reduced curve defined by the ideal Z, then there always exist 
functions f~ [ Z such that dimc(Z/.Zf) < 03, see [19] or [20]. If dim_E?2, then the 
situation is different. 
Lemma 1.17. Let Z be a radical ideal in 6. Suppose f E Z2 and dim,(Z/Jf) < co. Zf 
depth(@,)?2, then S,=O. 
Proof. We have an exact sequence of @,-modules: 
0 - Hom&Z/Z2, flz) 2 Z/j Z - Coker(hf) - 0. 
Now depth(Z/[ Z)I 1 since Z/s Zis a submodule of @F, by [19] or [20] and depth(@z) 2 
2. Furthermore, depth(Hom,,(Z/Z2, @=))?2, by [23]. The cokernel of hf is a quo- 
tient of Z/j Z+ Jf, which has finite length. If Coker(hf)#O, then it has depth zero, 
hence depth(Hom,z(Z/Z2, Gz)) = 1 which is a contradiction. Thus Coker(hf) = 0, 
i.e. S,=O. 0 
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Example 1.18. Lemma 1.15 together with Lemma 1.10 show that there exist no func- 
tionfand ideal I such thatfe I2 and dim,(l/Jf) < 03 and (C, 0) is a Cohen-Macaulay 
surface, which is not a complete intersection. But it can happen that there exist f 
and I with f E 1 Z instead off E 12. 
Take for instance I the ideal generated by the (2 x2)-minors of the matrix 
( 
21 Z2 Z3 Z4 
Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 >. 
Then Z defines a Cohen-Macaulay surface (X, 0) in (C5, 0) with an isolated singulari- 
ty. JS is not a complete intersection. 
Let f =Z1Z3Z5 -Z,Z;+2Z,Z,Z,- Z;Z5 - Z;. Then f E j 1 and dimo(Z/Jf) = 1. 
2. Deformations 
Let (C, 0) be a germ of an analytic space in (C”, 0) defined by the ideal Z in 8. 
A deformation of (E,O) consists of a germ of a flat map 
G:(E,O)+(S,O) 
of analytic spaces, together with an embedding i : (,X, 0) + (R, 0) such that (i(z), 0) = 
(G-‘(O), 0) as analytic spaces, see [l] or [18]. 
We can embed ($0) in (C”,O) and (E,O) in (C” x P,O) such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
where j(z) = (z, 0) and rc is the projection on the second factor. Let 8 be the local 
ring of germs of analytic functions on (C” x S, 0). Let f be the ideal in 8 defining 
the germ (K, 0) considered as a subspace of (C” x S, 0). 
Definition 2.1. Let (z, 0) be a germ of an analytic space in (C”, 0) defined by Z and 
G : 9th S a deformation of E. Let f: (C”, 0) + (C, 0) be a germ of an analytic func- 
tion such that (f) + Jf c Z, i.e. f E j I. Let F: (C” x S, 0) --) (C, 0) be a germ of an 
analytic map, then (F, G) is called a deformation of (J; ,Y, 0) if F(z, 0) =f (z) and 
where JF = (aF/a Z,, . . . , aF/az,) 8 and z,, . . . , z, local coordinates of (F,O). If the 
context is clear, we say F is a deformation of (A .,X’, 0). 
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Example 2.2. An I-unfolding off, see [ 191 or [20], is a deformation of (J; ,Y, 0) with 
fixed E’, that is to say, X=.X x Ca and S = C’ and G : (X, 0) -+ (S, 0) is the projec- 
tion on the second factor. So G is a trivial deformation of (&O). 
Example 2.3. Suppose (z, 0) is a germ of a complete intersection in (C”, 0) with an 
isolated singularity, defined by the ideal I in 8, then I is generated by an @-sequence 
g,, . . . , g,. Suppose f: (C", 0) + (C, 0) is a germ of an analytic function such that 
feiIandjf<a. Nowf=Chijgigj, since SZ=Z2 by [19] or [20]. Let ~$i,...,@~ be 
elements of B which project to a basis of the C-vector space lI/r,(f). The germ 
(X,0) has a versa1 deformation 
G : (g, 0) -+ (S, 01, 
where &‘=V xCp, S=@"xV, G(~,u)=(G~(z,u),...,G,(z,u),u) and Gi(Z,O)=g;(z), 
see [15, 6.51. We can write Gk=C @;jkgigj, since {Z=Z2. Define 
Then (F, G) defines a deformation of (f, 2, 0). 
Example 2.4. Let Z=(yz,zx,xy)@, where ~=C{x,y,z}. Let C= “Y(l). It is the 
union of the three coordinate lines in C3. 
Let f(x, y, z) = (YZ)~ + (~xz)~ + (xY)~. We will consider three different deforma- 
tions of (f,E,O). 
(i) The miniversal deformation of (,PY, 0) is obtained as follows. Let Si = C3 with 
coordinates si, s2, s3. The (2 x 2)-minors of the matrix 
( 
X Y Z 
x+s, 2y+s2 3z+s, > 
generate the ideal 4 in 6,) where 8, = C{x, y, z, sl, s2,s3}. Let Xi = V/(J) c C3 x S, 
and rr : C3 x S, + S, the projection on the second factor. Let Gi be the restriction of 
rc to ei. Then Gi : (LX,, 0) -+ (S,, 0) is a miniversal deformation of (C, 0), [ 18, 221. 
Let 
+ (xY+s2x-slY)2, 
then (F,, G,) is a deformation of (f,Z; 0). 
(ii) Let S,=C, K2=,YxS2 and G2: Kz + S, the projection on S2, then G2 is a 
trivial deformation of (z, 0). Let F2(x, y, z,s) =1(x, y, z) +sxyz, then (F2, G2) is a 
nontrivial deformation of (f, E, 0). 
(iii) Let (S,, 0) be the analytic space in (C, 0) defined by the ideal (t2) in C{t}. 
Let r??3 be the local ring of (C3 x S3, 0). Let & = (yz,xz, (x- t) y)8s and (X3, 0) be the 
germ of an analytic space defined by &. Let G3 : (LT3, 0) + (S,, 0) be the projection 
on Ss, then G, defines an infinitesimal deformation of (X,0). Let 
F,(x,y,z,t) = (yz)2+(2Xz)2+(X-~)2yZ+fxyZ, 
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then (F,, G,) is a deformation of (f; ,.Y, 0). There are no obstructions in lifting in- 
finitesimal deformations of (C, 0) to higher order [18, 221. For instance, take S= C 
and ~?=C{(X,_Y,Z,~} andI”=(yz,xz,(x-t)y)a. Let %=%‘(?)~C~xSandG:,5?+S 
the projection on S, then G defines a deformation of (z,O) which lifts G3. But 
given the lift G of G3, it is not possible to lift F3 to a deformation F: (C3 x S, 0) -+ 
(C, 0) of (f,E, 0). Otherwise there would exist an HE 8 such that 
F(x, y, z, t) = (yzJ2 + (2xzJ2 + (x- 02y2 + txyz + t2H(x, y, z, 0. 
The condition (F) 6+ JF C f implies 
since t is not a zero-divisor on UK. A calculation shows that this is not possible. 
Remark 2.5. One may wonder whether there exists a versa1 deformation of (f, z, 0) 
in case (z, 0) has an isolated singularity and jf< CO. 
Definition 2.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. 
Then M has a finite presentation 
RP - Rq - M -----f 0. 
The zero’th Fitting ideal go(M), of M is the ideal in R generated by the (q x q)- 
minors of the matrix @. Set g,,(M) = (0) in case p < q. This definition does not de- 
pend on the chosen presentation of M, see [15] or [29]. 
Remark 2.7. Let Z be an ideal in 67 defining the germ (&O) of an analytic space in 
(C”, 0). Let f : (C”, 0) --f (C, 0) be a germ of an analytic function such that fe j Z and 
dim,(Z/Jf) < 03. Let G : (LX, 0) 4 (S, 0) be a deformation of (2, 0). Let F: (C” x S, 0) --f 
(C, 0) be a germ of an analytic map such that (fi G) is a deformation of (f,Z; 0). Let 
E: (C” x S, 0) -+ (C x S, 0) be the map defined by F(z, s) = (F(z, s), s). If, moreover, 
(S, 0) is nonsingular, then the critical locus C, of the map E is defined by the ideal 
.ZF and always contains .%‘, since (F)+J,cf The support of the quotient of the 
two ideals f/JF is equal to V(JF: II>, V(gO(f/J,)) and V(J,+ @,,(r/JF)). More- 
over, C,= EU Y(JF: f) as sets. 
Definition 2.8. The residual criticai Iocus RCF of the deformation (F, G) of (f, Z; 0) 
is by definition the germ of the analytic space in (C” x S, 0) defined by the ideal 
JF + &,(f/J,). 
Notation 2.9. Let T= C x S and denote the projection of T on the second factor S 
by n. By abuse of notation we will denote 7~ oF also by rr. Denote the projection 
of Ton the first factor C by p. Hence we have the following commutative diagram 
of germs of analytic maps: 
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Define f, : (V, 0) -+ G by f,(z) = F(z, s). Let ,XS = G-‘(s). 
Remark 2.10. The image of C, under P is usually called the discriminant DF of Z? 
But in order to give DF a well-defined analytic structure, one uses for instance that 
El cF_: (C,, 0) + (7; 0) is a finite map, which is not the case if dim .Er 1, since 
EcF-‘(0). The map 
is 
p 1 RCF : WF, 0) + (7; 0) 
finite if dim,(Z/Jf) < 03. 
In that case f//J, is a finitely generated @‘r-module, by [17]. 
Definition 2.11. Let (F, G) be a deformation of (f, E,O). Suppose dim,(Z/Jf) < 00. 
Then the residual discriminant locus RDF of F is the germ of an analytic space in 
(7;O) defined by the Fitting ideal gO(Z?*((I/JF)) in @r. The critical locus C, of the 
finite map 71: (RC,, 0) + (S, 0) is given by the ideal “lo(S2kc,,s) in 6. 
Define the residual bifurcation locus RB, of F in (S, 0) by the ideal $O(n,(@cz)) 
in Us. 
Remark 2.12. We have the following commutative diagram of analytic maps: 
E 
CmxS>RCF - RD,cT=CxS 
n 
RB,cS 
Theorem 2.13. Let (& 0) be a germ of a Cohen-Macaulay analytic curve in (cm, 0), 
not necessarily reduced. Suppose (2, 0) is defined by the ideal Z in 0. Let f E j Z and 
suppose dimc(Z/Jf) < 03. Let G : (K, 0) --f (S, 0) be a deformation of (2, 0) with non- 
singular base (S, 0). Let (F, G) be a deformation of (f,& 0). Then 
(i) F*(f/J,) is a Cohen-Macaulay flT-module, 
(ii) (RD,,O) is a hypersurface in (TO), 
(iii) n,(r/JF) is a free @s-module, 
(iv) there exist representatives of all germs considered such that for all s E S, 
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Proof. (i) The ideal Z has no m-primary component, since depth Uz= 1. More- 
over, dim&Z/J,)< 03, hence If= Z and jf= dim,(Z/Jf). 
z is a Cohen-Macaulay curve, so the ideal Z is perfect of grade m - 1, see [24]. 
The ideal f of (X, 0) in d is also perfect of grade m - 1, since (S, 0) is regular and 
(&‘,O) is a deformation of (E,O). 
The @-module Z/Jf has support in (0)) since jf< 00, and 
Thus the support of the @-module in (C” x S, 0) has codim 1 m. The local ring 6 
is regular. So grade(r/JF) 2 m. 
The ideal JF is generated by m elements, so f/JF is a perfect G-module of grade 
m, by [19, II, Theorem 4.31 or [21]. 
Let M=f/JF. Now F*(M) is a finitely generated @‘,-module, since jf< 03, by 
[ 17, IV, Theorem 71. The &-module M is perfect, so in particular Cohen-Macaulay, 
hence z*(M) and F.‘,(M) are Cohen-Macaulay Us- respectively @,-modules, by 
[24, IV, Proposition 1 I]. 
(ii) The @-module A4 has grade m, dim Z?*(M) = dim 6?r - 1, thus pd..@*:,(M)) = 
1, by [24, IV, Proposition 211. Hence there exists an exact sequence of @,-modules, 
0 - @T” z ag - F*;,(M) - 0. 
The map @J is injective, hence ps q. Furthermore, p 2 q since dim p.(M) <dim @r. 
So p = q and ga(p*((M)) = (det @) @r. Thus RD, is a hypersurface. 
(iii),(iv) The @s-module n,(M) is perfect and has the same dimension as @s, 
hence pd, z,(M) =O, by [24, VI, Proposition 211. So 7-c+_(M) is a free @s-module 
of rank jf. Take representatives of the germs considered. Let 9 be the ideal sheaf 
of X on an open neighbourhood of 0 in C” x S and $F the ideal sheaf generated 
by awaz,,..., aF/az,. Let A! = S/gF, then the stalk A0 is equal to M, which is a 
free @s,o-module. So the sheaf rc*(A) is a free sheaf of @s-modules, after possibly 
shrinking the representatives. Hence rr,(.~X)~ is a free Us,,-module of constant 
rank, for all .sES. Thus, 
for all s E S, where m, is the maximal ideal of @s,s. The left-hand side is equal to 
jf and 
JCtp/n”(m,)& = g&?&,p 
which is a C-vector space of dimension j(f,,p). 0 
Proposition 2.14. Let 2, f, G and F be as in Theorem 2.13. Zf, moreover, (Z, 0) is 
either a complete intersection or Cohen-Macaulay of codim 2, then (RCF, 0) is 
Cohen-Macaulay of codim m and 
dimc(Z/Jf) = dim,(B/Jf+ gO(Z/Jf)). 
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Proof. If I is generated by g,, . . . , g,, then f is generated by some G,, . . . , G, which 
lift gt, . . . ) g,. Moreover, A = C @ug; and 4 = C @ijGj, where ~ij is a lift of @ij, since 
fEj1 and (F)+J,CL 
If (,E, 0) is a complete intersection, then (&!F, 0) is also a complete intersection, since 
G : (LX, 0) ---) (S, 0) is a deformation. Hence we may suppose that G,, . . . , G, is an 16 
regular sequence. Now JF+ gO(f/JF)=JF+I,(@) by [21], and the right-hand side is 
a specialization of a variety of complexes and grade (JF + I,(@)) = codim RCF = m, 
thus (RCF, 0) is a Cohen-Macaulay analytic space by [4]. The dimension formula 
follows from Jf+&Fo(I/Jf)=Jf+In(@) and [21] or [31]. 
If (z, 0) is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 2, then I has a presentation 
O----+6? n-1 5@fl-+I-+O 
and r” has a presentation 
-n-1 
Y 
o-o - @ - I- 0 
such that Y lifts v/, since G : (.?2?, 0) + (S, 0) is a deformation of (X,0). 
may assume Gj = (-l)l det Yj, where Yi is the matrix obtained from 
the jth row, see [3] and [22]. 
So we obtain a presentation of f/JF, 
@+Y:6”@8”-‘+6”+~/JF+0. 
The ideal JF is contained in I,(@ + Y) since 
fi = C ~ijGj = C @ij(-l)‘det Y” 
Moreover we 
Y by deleting 
is the determinant of an (n x n)-submatrix of @ + Y. Thus JF + @o(flJ~) = I,(@ + Y) 
and JJ+ tF,,(I/Jf) = I,,(@ + I,Y). The matrix @ + Y has size (m + n - 1) X n and the sup- 
port of its cokernel f/JF has codimension m. Hence I,(@ + Y) is a Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal and dimc(l/Jf) =dimc(@/Z,,(@ + I,u)), by [2]. Thus (RCF,O) is a Cohen- 
Macaulay analytic space and the dimension formula holds. 0 
Definition 2.15. Let f: (F+’ , 0) + (C, 0) be a germ of an analytic function. Then f 
has a line singularity if rad(Jf) defines a germ of a nonsingular curve. In that case 
there exist local coordinates X, y 1, . . . , _Yn such that f = C h;j yi Yj. The function f has 
an A-singularity if in certain local coordinates f = yf + 0.. +y,‘. The function f has 
a D, singularity if in certain local coordinates f = xyf + y: + . . . + y,“. See [25]. 
Remark 2.16. If f has a line singularity and l=rad(Jf), then 
(i) dim,(Z/JJ) = 0 if and only if f has an A, singularity, 
(ii) dim,(l/Jf) = 1 if and only if f has a D, singularity. 
Definition 2.17. Let (E, 0) be a germ of a reduced analytic curve defined by the ideal 
I. Let G : (K, 0) + (S, 0) be a deformation of (.X, 0). Let f E 1 I and dimc(l/Jf) < 00 
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and (F, G) a deformation of (AZ, 0). Then (F, G) is called a Morsification if there 
exist an analytic subspace (B, 0) of (S, 0) and representatives of the germs considered 
such that S \ B is dense in S and for all s E S \ B, the curve & is nonsingular and the 
function f, has only A,, A, or D, singularities. See [ 121 and [25]. 
Remark 2.18. In the next section we will show that Morsifications exist if fe I2 
and (Z, 0) is smoothable. Iff= xyz E C{x, y, z} and (2, 0) is defined by I= ( yz, zx, xy), 
then f E$ Z and (f,Z,O) has no Morsification, by 1121. 
Proposition 2.19. Let (X, 0) be a germ of an analytic curve defined by the ideal I. 
IffElZanddim,(I/J)< 03. Then for every Morsifcation (F, G) of (f, E, 0) one has 
jf = #{A, points off,} + #{DOD points off,} 
for all seS\B. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.13 since in a Morsificationf, has 
only Al, A, and D, singularities for all s E S \B and 
1 
j(.&z) = 
if f, has an Al or a D, singularity at z, 
0 if f, has an A, singularity at z. 0 
Remark 2.20. The above proposition affirms a conjecture made by Siersma [25] 
and was proved by Goryunov [7] in the case f: (c2, 0) + (C, 0). 
Example 2.21. If I= (yz, w, xy)UZ{x, y, z} and f is the function of Example 2.4, then 
dim,(l/Jf) = 10. The deformation F, has the property that Zs is nonsingular and fi, 
has four D, singularities on Zs and six A, points outside _Zs, for all SE Ui, where 
U, is an open dense subset of Si. For the deformation F2 the following holds: 
(&,, 0) has an isolated singularity at 0 and j& has four A, points outside & and six 
D, singularities on Zs\ { 0) and j(f2s, 0) = 0, for all s#O small enough. See also 
Remark 4.7. 
Remark 2.22. The theory of hypersurfaces with a line as singular locus and trans- 
versal singularities which are worse then A, is treated by de Jong [ll]. 
3. Existence of Morsifications 
Proposition 3.1. Let (.& 0) be a germ of a reduced curve defined by the ideal I and 
let G : (X, 0) + (S, 0) be a deformation of (,Y, 0) with a nonsingular base (S, 0). Let 
f~~IandF:(C’+’ x S, 0) + (C, 0) a germ of an analytic function such that (F, G) is 
a deformation of (f,& 0). Let p = (z, s) E Cnt’ x S and t =P(p). Suppose (.%, p) is 
nonsingular if pi-.. The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) (RCF,p) is nonsingular and P: (RC,,p) --f (T, t) is an immersion. 
(ii) JFp+~~(~//JF)p+~*(~t)p=~~. 
(iii) f, has an A, or a D, singularity at z. 
(iv) There exist local coordinates of (C”+’ x S,p) such that 
F(z,s) = 
-I 
(z;+-*+z,2,s) if pex, 
(z,zf + 2; + ..-+.z$s) and&=(z,,...,z,)8P ifpE.%. 
Proof. If p$ LX, then &= &$ and JF,,p +&(f/J,),,= JF,,p and the proof is well 
known, see for instance [15, Proposition 4.21. 
If p E LX, then (E, p) is nonsingular of dimension 1 + dim S and we can find local 
coordinates zo, . . . , z,, sI, . . . ,so of (Cfltl x $p) such that ‘;, = (zi, . . . , z,) &$,. 
(i) * (ii). The ideal defining RCF is by definition JF + @o(f/J/JF). Since 
P: (RC,,p)+ (K t) is an immersion, it follows that Fan generates the ideal 
&$, ORCF,,. Hence, 
JF,p+~o(~/JF)p+~*(mt)p = tip. 
(ii) = (iii). We can write F= c Hk,zkzl with 
I;,=(zl, . . . ,zn)gp. Let 
Hkl = Hlk in 18~ since (F) + JF C I^and 
aHkl 
@ik = c azi ~ ZI f 2Hk, 6i,. 
Then aF/az, = C @ikzk and JF,,p + So(f/J/JF)P = JFP + Zn(@)P, see [21]. 
Let @ik(z) = @ik(z,O), then af/az, = C @ikzk in UZ. Since F*(m~,)~=(f,,Sl, . . ..S.) fYpp, 
it follows that 
JF,,++(~/JF)~+E*(~~)~= Jf,+m(~)+(f,,s,,...,s,)~~. 
Together with assumption (ii) this implies 
Jr,,Z+Zn(~)L+(fS)~~==m,. 
We can find local coordinates x, y,, . . . , yn of (V+‘, z) such that 
f, = C x”yf mod (Y)~, 
by [20]. Now af/axE ( Y)~ and af/ayi = 2Xtyi mod ( Y)~. Hence Rio E (y) and 
~ij’X*‘6, mod(y) and 
A@) =x’ mod (Y), where T= C Zi. 
so 
(XV Y l,...,~,J = J~+4,(@)z+(fs)@“=-xT mod (Y). 
Hence t = 1 and after a permutation of y,, . . . , y,, we may assume rI = 1 and ri = 0 for 
all 25isn. Hence, 
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By the splitting lemma [8] there exists a g E (~i)~ C{x, yi} such that 
f,=xy;?+g+y;+.*.+y; 
after a coordinate change. So g = hy:. Let R =x+ hy,. Then .?, yi, . . . , y,, are local 
coordinates of (V+‘,z,) and 
f,=xy;+y;+-.+y,2, 
that is to say f, has a D, singularity at z. 
(iii) * (iv). If f,=xyf+yi+...+y,2, then F=f,(z) + 1 siHi locally at p. Using 
the splitting lemma again and the fact that (F),+ JF,pCG= (z,, . . . , z,) k$, we can 
find local coordinates z~,...,z~,s~,...,s, of (C”“xS,p) such that P(z,s)= 
2 
(zoz, + z + a** + z,2, s). ; 
(iv) * (i). This is obvious. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose moreover that .Es is nonsingular for all s E S \ B, where B is 
a hypersurface in S. Then for all p = (z, s) E RCF such that s E S \ (B U RB,) the 
function f, has an A,, or a D, singularity at z. 
Proof. If se B and PE .% then (P&P) is nonsingular, since G: (a,;) --t (S,s) is a 
deformation and (Es, p) is nonsingular. If s $ RB,, then TC : (RCF, p) + (S, s) is a 
local isomorphism. Hence (RCF,p) is nonsingular, since (S,s) is nonsingular, and 
P: (RCF, p) --t (K t) is an immersion. Thus f, has an A, or a D, singularity at z by 
Proposition 3.1. 0 
Definition 3.3. Let (2,O) be a germ of an analytic space and G: (9+$0) -+ (C, 0) a 
deformation of (& 0) such that G-‘(s) is nonsingular for all s#O, small enough 
then G is called a smoothing of (& 0). If (2,O) has a smoothing, it is called smooth- 
able. 
Proposition 3.4. If (.E, 0) is a germ of a smoothable reduced curve in (C”+‘, 0) defined 
by the ideal Z and f E I2 and dim&/Jf) < 00, then (f, & 0) has a Morsification. 
Proof. Let G: (F/,0) + (C,O) be a smoothing of (C,O). Suppose the ideal de- 
fining (%,O) in C’+’ 
coordinates of Cq2. 
x C is generated by G1, . . . , G,. Let U=(UiiI lli,jlq) be 
Let U= {U E Cq2 1 Uij = u;,} and I/= Cq@“) with coordinates 
u=(ujkl lljlq, Olkln). Let S=UxVxC and 2X”= ?YxxxVand G:(5?~,0)-+ 
(SO) the map defined by G(y,u,u)=(G(y),u,o). Let B,={(u,u,w)~S[ w=O}, 
then G: (z, 0) + ($0) is a deformation of (z,O) and Es is nonsingular for all 
s E S \ B, . The ideal (G,, . . . , Gq) a-= f defines & in C”+i x S. The ideal Z is gener- 
ated by g,, . . . . g,, where gi(z) = Gi(z, 0). We can write f = C hklgkgl with hkl = hNc 
since f EZ2. Define 
F(z, u, u, w) = i hk/ (z) + ukl f i zj uij akl 
> 
Gk(Z, w> G (z, W). 
k,l=l j=O 
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Then (F, G) defines a deformation of (f,& 0), since Fe12. Consider the map 
@:(c”+’ xs,o)+(C=“+i, 0) defined by @ = (13F/dz,,, .. , , dF/&qJ. Let OS(z) = @(z, s). 
Then 
aq ac, -= 2- 
aukk azi 
Gk 
and 
a@- 
-=2~ZjGk+6,G~* 
avjk I 
Hence 
a@ a@ a@ a@ 
__ - __ - 
” aukk ’ “* ’ avnk ” aukk 
= ,97+1) 
avOk 
k ’ 
So the ideal generated by the (n + 1) x (n + 1)-minors of d@ contains (Gf(“+‘), . . . , 
G2(n+1)). Therefore the critical locus of the map Cp is contained in 9~. So 
@4 (a=“” xs)\.X+C=“+’ is a submersion and @-‘(O)\X is nonsingular. The set 
of regular values R of the projection map 71: (W’(O)\ .!S!T”> -+ S lies dense in S, by 
Sard’s theorem. Hence for all SE R the map @, is submersive at all points outside 
,Zs where @, vanishes. Thus f, has only A, points outside & for all SER. If s@Bi 
and p = (z, s) E X, then (P&P) is nonsingular and ‘;, is generated by n elements. We 
may assume ‘;, = (G,, . . . , G,) e?$. Hence 
n 
F(z, u, 4 W) = 2 (Ak, (Z, 4 V, W) + uk/) G/&., W) GI (z, W) 
k,f=l 
for SOme Ak,E 8, with &=A,k. 
Consider the matrix H with entries Hkl=Akl + uk(, 11 k, /ln, in rFKP. H is a 
generic symmetric (n x n)-matrix and its determinant defines a hypersurface (d,p) 
in (8,;) and the singular locus of (d,p) is defined by the ideal generated by the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1)-minors of H, and has codimension 3 in (9, p), by [ 131. So in particu- 
lar (d,p) is a reduced analytic space. Both (d,p), and (S,s) have the same dimen- 
sion, hence the map n: (A,p)-+(S,s) is generically an unramified covering, that 
is to say, there exists a hypersurface (B,,s) in (S,s) such that A\ K’(&) is 
nonsingular and n : (A \ n -‘(B,)) + (S \ B,) . IS an unramified covering. Hence for 
all SES \(B, U B2) the curve & is nonsingular and (A,p) is nonsingular and 
rank H(p) = n - 1. This implies (L&P) = (RCF, p) and n : (A, p) + (S, .s) is a local iso- 
morphism. Hence f, has a D, singularity at z by Corollary 3.2. 
We conclude that the points p = (z, s) E RCF such that f, has an A, or a D, singu- 
larity at z are dense in RCF. So the singular locus of RC, has at least codimension 
one in RC, and B, U RB, is contained in a hypersurface B. So S \ B is dense in S 
and for all SE S \B the curve _Zs is nonsingular and f, has only A, or D, singu- 
larities at z if p E RCF, by Corollary 3.2. If p $ RC,, then ‘;, = JkP and f, has an A, 
singularity at z by Remark 2.16(i). Therefore F is a Morsification of (A.E,O). 17 
Remark 3.5. Morsifications of (f,Z,O) are used by Siersma [26] in order to deter- 
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mine the homotopy type of the Milnor fibre off, in case C is a complete intersec- 
tion. 
4. The number of D, points 
If Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, generated by g,, . . . , g,, then there is an 
exact sequence 
H, (g, R) -+ (R/Z)” + Z/Z2 + 0 
where H,(g, R) is the first Korzul homology of the sequence g = (gr, . . . , g,). 
Definition 4.1. The kernel of the map H,(g, R) + (R/Z)” is by definition S(Z) and 
does not depend on the chosen generators. If 6(Z) = (0), then Z is called syzygetic 
in R, see [27]. 
Remark 4.2. Let (,X, 0) be a germ of a reduced analytic space in (C”, 0) defined by 
the ideal Z in @. If (,X,0) is either a complete intersection or Cohen-Macaulay of 
codimension two, then Z is syzygetic in @, see [lo], and T&,, = 0, [9]. If, moreover, 
dim@, 0) < 6, then (X,0) is smoothable [22]. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (R, m) and (Z?, 4) be Noetherian local rings. Let s E & and Z 
an ideal in R and 1 an ideal in R. Suppose the folio wing sequences are exact: 
0 - R- 5 R- - R - 0, 
0 - R-/f -s, R-/r” - R/Z - 0. 
Then the sequence 
is exact. Zf, moreover, Z is syzygetic in R, then fis syzygetic in R and s is a nonzero 
divisor on f/f2. 
In order to prove this proposition we need a lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (R, m) and (I?, &) be Noetherian local rings. Let s E & and suppose 
o-R-LR-+R+O 
is an exact sequence. Let M, N and C be finitely generated R-modules and i@, fi 
and Cfinitely generated R-modules. Suppose the following diagram is commutative 
and exact: 
Deformations of hypersurfaces 6-I 
4 H 4 4 
n;r-Iq----+~-o 
I,1 I 
O-M-N-C-O 
Then the maps ii&-% ii?, c -% c and iI?& N are injective. 
Proof. If Z?= ker H, then we have an exact commutative diagram 
O-M-N 
Hence, the sequence 
S 
K-R-o 
is exact. The ring Z? is Noetherian and local and s is an element of the maximal ideal 
of Z?. Hence R= (0), by Nakayama’s lemma, i.e. H is injective. Let A. be the com- 
plexO-@&@-MM, B, thecomplex - IjS, J%-+ N and C, the complex 
0 - C * C - C. Then we have an exact sequence of complexes 
O-+A.+B_+C,+O. 
Now H2(B,) = ker(fl-“-t Z?) = (0), by assumption, and H,(A,) = (0) since h;3S- 
A&+M is exact. From the long exact homology sequence it follows that 
ZZ,(C,)= (0), so CA C is injective. Furthermore, ZZs(C,) = (0) since Cs = 0. 
Hence EZ,(A,) =(O), so the map ti&A? is injective. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. If P is generated by Gi, . . . , G, and g, = Gi mod (s), then 
Z is generated by gl, . . . , g,. The long sequence of the Koszul homology 
~~~-ZZH,(G,Z?)+Z,(G,Z?) --t ZZ,(g, R) + H,,(G, Z?) 2 ZZ,(G, Z?) --t ... 
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is exact. The zero’th Koszul homology of the sequence G is equal to l?/f, hence the 
sequence 
0 - H,(G, R) -s, H,,(G,R”) 
is exact. Hence the sequence 
H,(G,R”) --% H,(G,Z?) - H,(g,R) - 0 
is exact. The following diagram: 
H,(G,~) - (w/f)* - f/f2 - 0 
s I s I s I 
HdGR> - (lid)” - f/f2 - 0 
HI&, RI - (R/I)” - I/I 2 - 0 
is commutative. 
The rows and the first two columns are exact. Diagram chasing gives the exact- 
ness of the third column. If, moreover, I is a syzygetic ideal in R, then the map 
H,(g,R)+(R/I)” in the lowest row of the diagram, is injective. Hence the maps 
H,(G,R”) -+ (R/T)” and 1/r2Ar/f2 are injective, by Lemma 4.4. Thus f is 
syzygetic in R and s is a nonzero divisor on F/f2. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let (,Y,O) be a germ of a reduced curve in (C”,O) defined by the 
ideal I. Let G : (X, 0) + (C, 0) be a smoothing of (& 0). Suppose f EZ2 and 
dim,(l/Jf) < 00 and (F, G) is a Morsification of (f, .& 0). 
Then for all SEC\ (0) small enough, 
#{D_ points off,} 5 &. 
If, moreover, Z is syzygetic in 19 (e.g. m = 3 or (2; 0) is a complete intersection), then 
equality holds. 
Proof. If d is generated by G ,,...,G,, then F=C Hk,GkG, with Hkl=Hik, since 
FE#~. One defines a map 
in the same way as we defined the map h;- for f E 12, see Construction 1.6. Ten- 
soring with @s.S gives the following commutative diagram: 
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where SS is the ideal sheaf defining ES in V and S is an open neighbourhood of 
0 in C. 
The vertical map on the right is an isomorphism by the first part of Proposition 
4.3. Dualizing gives that the vertical map on the left is also an isomorphism. 
%!A (fi;) is a finitely generated @s-module, since & = dim&Coker(h;)) < 03. 
Hence ‘I$?&& (RF) = ai@ K where .Y is the torsion module of W (HF), after 
possibly shrinking S. 
Now 
r =,F, dim&g& hf~,~) = c 6 f~,~ = #{& points off,} 
s 
pox 
5 
for all s E S \ { 0)) since the torsion module g is supported at the origin and for all 
s E S \ { 0} the function f, has only A, and D, singularities at p E&,, and +-p=O 
respectively 1. 
Furthermore, 
r I dimc(Coker(jj,) @ @&wz~@~,~) = dim,(Coker h;) = &, 
If, moreover, 9 is syzygetic, then 
0 - S-/d2 A g-/?Y2 - g/g2 - 0 
is exact, by Proposition 4.3. Hence depth(#/B2) L 1. The germ (& 0) is a reduced 
curve and G: (K,O) -+ (SO) is a deformation of (Z;O). Hence depth @“= 1 and 
depth UK = 2. Thus depth Hom,,.(g/g2, @-) = 2, by [23]. The following sequence 
is exact: 
since ker(hf) = 0, by Lemma 1.12. The first module in this sequence has depth two 
and the second module has depth at least one, hence depth(Coker(BF)) 2 1. So 
Coker(&) has no torsion and &=r= #{DW points} in the Morsification. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let (C, 0) be a germ of a reduced curve in (C”“, 0) defined by the 
ideal I, which is generated by an @-sequence g,, . . . , g, (i.e. (2, 0) is a complete 
intersection) and f = C hklgkgl with hkl = h/k, and dimc(I/Jf) < 03. Then 
8, = dim,(@‘/det(hk,)) = #{DC0 points in a Morsification}. 
Proof. The module 1/1* is a free 6”-module of rank n, since Z is generated by an 
@-sequence, see [ 161. Furthermore, 1 I= I2 and hf = Lf, and the map h; is isomorphic 
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with the map h : 6” + CT&J! with matrix (hkl). So dimc(Coker(if)) = dim,(@‘/det h), 
by [28]. Together with Theorem 4.5 this proves the corollary. 0 
Remark 4.7. In case (z,O) is a reduced curve in (Cm,O) defined by the ideal I 
and f l 1 I and dim,(Z/Jf) < 00, de Jong [12] defined an integer VII,(f) which is 
called the virtual number of D, points off and could be negative, for instance 
VD,(xyz) = -2. This integer stays constant in deformations of (f,.& 0) and is a 
generalization of & in case I is a syzygetic ideal in 67 and f l 12. In Example 2.21, 
the function f has a Morsification Ft with four D, points and a deformation F2 
with six D, points and one singularity of type xyz. In both cases we have that 
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